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luxury car - model toy car image by alma_sacra from Fotolia.com Viper Car Alarms makes advanced automotive security systems that are controlled through the use of a remote device. The popular Viper and Remote Launch security system comes with a remote control that allows the user to activate and deactivate certain features while outside the vehicle. The remote control is
small and easy to use and is powered by an easily replaceable coin cell battery. It has four buttons that control the basic functions of the system. Tap and release the lock key, the one with the image of the closed lock to arm the alarm and lock the doors of your car. The horn will sound and the lights will flash once to confirm that the system is armed. The LED light at the top of the
remote will illuminate. Press and hold the lock button to lock the doors and sound an alarm or enter panic mode. This feature should be used in emergencies to attract attention. Tap and release the unlock button, with the lock icon open, to unlock your car and defuse the alarm. This feature will also stop the alarm from sounding if in Panic Mode. Tap and release the AUX button to
work in Silent Mode. This stops the horn from sounding and flashing lights to confirm the activation of the alarm. Click the Star to automatically launch your car. It will also turn off the engine if it works. Open the vehicle door, press the lock button, unlock button and lock button again to enter Jack Mode. It turns off the alarm. The LED at the top of the remote control remains
illuminated while in Vale Mode. This is an excerpt from our full post on Drone Rush. Get all the specs and read all about Mavic 2 Pro over at Drone Rush! When it comes to drones, one of the best you can get your hands on is the DJI Mavic 2 Pro. Launched in 2018 along with DJI Mavic 2 Zoom, two identical gliders, only with different cameras. DJI called them iterative updates of
the original DJI Mavic Pro, but they offer significant improvements in almost every way. Don't forget over the head of Drone Rush for our full review of the DJI Mavic 2 series, for now, let's review some of the best features of the DJI Mavic 2 Pro OverviewThe Mavic 2 Pro rocks a 1-inch camera sensor for 4K video capture at 100 Mbps, multi-legal obstacle prevention sensors for
some of the most safe drone flight possible, and more. OcuSync 2.0 improves connectivity to remote control and other accessories, now able to transmit 1080p aired video far beyond legal line of sight. Mavic 2 Pro is an example of the best that DJI has to offer. As a folding drone, you get the best of a mid-size aircraft, with the portability of a large water bottle. DJI has mastered a
number of flight functions that we should all be able to take for granted, including Flight modes and reliable RTH (Homecoming) fail-safe. These features are an example in Mavic 2 Pro.To express our true feelings on Mavic 2 Pro, we have to discuss the camera. Equipped with a 1-inch Hasselblad sensor attached to a 3-axis stabilized carb, the camera on this drone is hard to beat.
We ventured to call it the best $2000 drone, the crown that previously had a DJI Phantom 4 Pro V2.0. These two machines are at a similar price, and produce similar camera results, but the portability of the Mavic 2 Pro makes it an obvious choice for many pilots, as long as they do not need the payload capacity of a larger drone. Mavic 2 Pro cameraGetting specific, the Mavic 2
Pro has a 1-inch CMOS sensor that shoots at 20MP with 4K video recording. The lens has a focal length of 28 mm with a 77-degree field of vision and a variable aperture f/2.8 - f/11. Video capture offers up to 4K resolution at 24, 25 and 30 frames per second (fps), 2.7K resolution at 24, 25, 30, 48, 50 and 60 frames per second, then 1080p resolution at 24, 25, 30, 48, 50, 60 and
120 frames per second. The video is recorded at a data speed of 100 Mbps and stored in mp4 or mov formats with H.264 or H.265 codecs. You can also choose Dlog-M or HLG 10-bit HDR. The photo capture is done with a resolution of 20MP, it is 5472 x 3648 pixels. You'll save files in a jpg, DNG raw format, or both. Available modes tell more stories than hard specs. You can
shoot in a single shot mode, which is the default, or choose from HDR, Blast Shot, AEB mode, which takes 3 or 5 bracket shots or there is a shooting interval of two to sixty seconds. With all this data captured, it's fantastic that the Mavic series has both internal storage and microSD card slot. Photo and video samples over on Drone Rush.Do do we like mavic 2 Pro? Yes, we
certainly do. It's just as important to look at the series than anything. The Mavic 2 Pro may be our favorite, but mavic 2 Zoom and Mavic 2 Enterprise are compelling offerings as well. Only the Pro is equipped with a larger Hasselblad camera, but scaling functionality as well as an additional infrared camera on the Enterprise model offer a set of tools and options that anyone can use.
We want consumer-class machines to offer the same data encryption as the Enterprise model, but this is really a niche need for many. Get all the specs and read all about Mavic 2 Pro over at Drone Rush! The DJI Mavic Mini is a new breed capable, for consumer pilots out there, but let us make it very simple: the DJI Mavic Mini is a fantastic beginner drone, when you're ready to
upgrade, you want something like the DJI Mavic 2 Pro.The DJI Mavic 2 Pro was $1449 at launch, but you can find as low as $1,349 during holiday sales. The Skeye Nano drone is one of the smallest drones in the world right now. Despite the measurement in on the 4x4x2.2 centimeters, this little whippersnapper boasts a tiny 480p camera for shooting videos and snap photos. But
how is this compared to some of the beefier quads on the market? We took one for a spin to find out. Somewhat unsurprisingly, skeye Nano is not the most stable quadcopter we have ever flown. Managing the height is a bit of a challenge, but Nano is actually quite stable when it comes to moving from side to side and turning. You get about three to four minutes on a single
charge, and the range advertised to run up to 500 feet. Although the footage is not exactly high quality, it's definitely still fun to watch after the flight. We were actually very impressed with how stable the footage was for such a small drone. And if that doesn't excite you, Skeye Nano also has an advanced flight mode where you can perform somersaults at the touch of a button -
which we found to be quite interesting. Overall, there's definitely some room for improvement when it comes to handling, but even with protein control, you'll still have quite a bit of fun flying Skeye Nano and watching your footage afterwards. Buy-to-let editors in a move that spells trouble for Sweden's drone industry, the country's highest court has ruled that drones with cameras
attached to them violate anti-surveillance laws. The laws do not apply to cameras attached to ground vehicles, such as bicycles or cars, because they can only capture a photo within the user's line of sight, according to Ars Technica U.K. The ordinance does not apply to law enforcement or drone pilots who obtain special permission. (Photo: Flickr user Ville Hivenen) GoPro has
just announced its new action camera, called Hero 5 Black, Hero 5 Session, and Hero Session, as well as a new drone called Karma.Here some features and details of the $399 Hero 5 Black Action Camera: Waterproof Homeless Up 30 Feet Touch Display 4K Video GPS Office 12-megapixel Photos RAW Photo Support Wide Dynamic Range Video Improved Image Stabilization
$299 , cubelike design and has similar features as a black model, including 4K video recording. However, it has more basic features and specifications. Highlights: 10-megapixel photos No display No GPS No RAW support No Wide Dynamic Range Video There's also a $199 Hero Session model: 8-megapixel photos 1440p video footage waterproof to 30 feet karma drone costs
$799 on its own and can be complete with Hero 5 Sessions for $999, or Hero 5 Black for $1,099.The drone has 799 axis on its own and can be complete with Hero 5 Sessions for $999, or Hero 5 Black for $1,099.The drone has 3 axis To stabilize the footage captured by GoPro on the drone itself, in your hands, or when the GoPro camera is installed on your equipment. GoPro
doesn't list The Hero session as a compatible camera, but Karma will work with This story first appeared on Business Insider. We live in a world where brands surround us. We recognize companies through their logo design, not their services or products. Our philosophy is that if it's a brand, it means it's good. Why? Because it is known and recognized by all. Young people prefer
to wear Nike or Reebok shoes, even if there are the same designs in local companies, just because they will be easily recognized as branded by their friends and family. A logo is a statement of a business or company and a sign of individuality that distinguishes one brand from another. Even a child will recognize M McDonald's, even from afar. People use the logo to be
associated with a brand or company. Creating and building a business is easy, but making it a brand is difficult. To make your business a brand, the most important thing is to create an attractive logo design. Do you have to think that how difficult would it be to create a catchy logo? This is a serious challenge. There is a lot of work that goes into creating the perfect logo, which is a
recognized factor for people. Here are some of the tips to help you in creating a logo design that will make your business a brand. Evaluate Your business or company's MarketStudy and see the logo of a rival company designs. Know the business in and out and write down all the important points and use them to create the appropriate logo design. ResearchConduct research on
customer and customer and target market. What's the business about? If products cater to children, then create a colorful and lively logo, while if it is for corporate parties, then create a formal and attractive logo. Link ItWhatever logo you design, keep in mind that it should relate to the company and the nature of the business. The logo is used to recognize the brand, so it must
have connections with the history and future of the company. Use ResourcesThere some of the apps available to download and create the perfect logo. You can use different patterns and customize it a little to your liking by changing the color or font. Font and ColorsAlways make sure to use bold and bright colors. Learn color therapy and what affects each color on the audience.
Choose bright colors for an attractive and attractive logo design. Use creative fonts so that it instantly catches customers. Customize Learn Photoshop, Adobe and Illustrator for this eye-catching logo design. Create a customized logo design with annotations and images or select a picture. You can also use solid shapes or go with a stream and retro design. The slogan or name of
your company or the initials of your name may also be the design of the logo. Just turn it on in a unique way, so it stands out from others. The logo is your brand's signature; this one the company's most valuable assets. A A The logo is the one that provides your business and conveys your message to the public.  Designing an attractive logo is not as easy as it sounds; It requires
a lot of creative imagination and out of the box thinking.  Whatever logo you design, ask your friends and family to review and ask their suggestions and change and install it accordingly, as they represent the public. A well-designed logo should represent a true and perfect image of the company for people. Make sure your logo design represents your brand and has striking
implications. Recommended photo credit: Yuanbin Du via unsplash.com unsplash.com
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